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one option was to put the palo alto, california-based company's beleaguered stock price on the path to $40 a share as early as next year, said jeff stibel, an independent auto
industry analyst at new york-based autoforecast solutions. "somebody will have to take the place of an oem," stibel said. "the key would be that they could make a credible
product and offer enough value or even better-than-w.l. gore that we would use them as a major supplier." "the financials, and the competitive threats to the business, do not
make it a particularly strong position at this point," stibel said. the competitive challenge is that while low-cost chinese manufacturers are producing high volumes of popular cars
using "knock-off" parts, tesla still needs to build a brand known worldwide and compete with global carmakers. and with tesla's valuation, it's hard to find a big investor who will
lead the company. even though it has raised capital and no one has emerged in a clear leader, tesla also has a number of outside directors that are serving free of charge, a legal
quirk that makes the company seem more like a private company. the model s is a premium crossover sedan, and the company has struggled to become profitable. price is a
factor in a company's success. tesla had hoped to move at least 120,000 vehicles in 2013, but delivered a total of about 30,000, according to the bloomberg news . in 2012,
people were enticed to move from the ford fusion to the model s because it looked cool, said rathjen. by the time people realize that it's not that much better, a disruptive
technology comes along and makes people want to move.
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